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Unsupervised Learning

Clustering
Dimension reduction
ChatGPT  
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Credit: Andrew Ng, Machine Learning 
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https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning/home/week/1


Comfort

Fashionclusters can tell us about the relationship of data
…even if they are unlabeled! unsupervised learning!

how do we find 
these clusters?

k-means 
clustering



Comfort

Fashion

1. pick a K-number of clusters
2. randomly pick a series of 

“centroids”
3. assign each particle to the 

centroid closest to it

k=6

k-means 
clustering
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samples assigned to it
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2. randomly pick a series of 

“centroids”
3. assign each particle to the 

centroid closest to it

k=6

4. move the centroid to the 
weighted geometric center of 
samples assigned to it

5. Repeat 3-4 until centroids 
stop moving!
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Comfort

Fashion

1. pick a K-number of clusters
2. randomly pick a series of 

“centroids”
3. assign each particle to the 

centroid closest to it

k=6

4. move the centroid to the 
weighted geometric center of 
samples assigned to it

5. Repeat 3-4 until centroids 
stop moving!

■  

Do we always get 
back the same 
clusters?

Nope. And that’s OK.

k-means 
clustering



Do we always get back the same clusters?
Nope. And that’s OK.

■ K-means is an indeterministic algorithm—it has built-in randomness
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Comfort

Fashion

Principle Component Analysis

Most basic approach



Comfort

Fashion

Principle Component Analysis

“ComfortFashion”



The projection of the point A 
onto the line gets the point 
A’

A

A’

Principle Component Analysis
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Principle Component Analysis

“ComfortFashion”



Comfort

Fashion

less dimensions, 
easier to work 

with!

■ by projecting the samples down to a smaller dimension, they are easier to work with.

how to pick a good 
line?

Principle Component Analysis

“ComfortFashion”



Comfort

Fashion

which one is better?

how to pick a good line?
Principle Component Analysis



Comfort

Fashion

“mushed”
variation not captured

■ a good “projection” captures the variation in the data

how to pick a good line?
Principle Component Analysis



• Find a good line (basis) that 

maximizes variation

principle component analysis

■  

Comfort

Fashion

• Project samples down

But, can we 
formalize it?

how to pick a good line?
Principle Component Analysis



So you’ve undoubtedly heard about 
ChatGPT…

How ChatGPT Works
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How ChatGPT Works

Training ChatGPT
Using ChatGPT
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Training ChatGPT

We’re here!

● ChatGPT’s goal: Generating new, human-like text for 
conversations
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Training ChatGPT: The Beginning
● ChatGPT’s goal: Generating new, human-like text for 

conversations

●  

● Large Language Model (LLM)

● Next-Token Prediction

GPT

“Generative Pretrained Transformers”
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Next wordGPTText input

Training ChatGPT: The Beginning
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Next word

GPT

Text input

Training ChatGPT: The Beginning
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0.84

0.05

0.03

0.02

 …

GPTText input

This one!

Training ChatGPT: The Beginning
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Predicting Next Word

GPT“Hi, how”
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Predicting Next Word
● Now we repeat and generate more text!

“     ”GPT“Hi, how”

“are”

are
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Predicting Next Word
● Now we repeat and generate more text!

“      ”GPT“Hi, how       ”

“you”

are you
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Predicting Next Word
 ● Now we repeat and generate more text!

“today?”GPT

“today?”

you“Hi, how             ”are
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Predicting Next Word
● Now we repeat and generate more text!

GPT “Hi, how are you today?”
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Already a powerful tool. But…
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GPT
“The highest mountain 

range is the Himalayas.”

“A. Himalayas; B. K2; C. …” 

“Do you know?”

“What is the highest 

mountain range?”
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● Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF)
Training ChatGPT from GPT: Fine-tuning

CREDIT: https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
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human
“The highest mountain 

range is the Himalayas.”

“What is the highest 

mountain range?”

ChatGPTFine-tuning
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● Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF)
Training ChatGPT: Specialisation

CREDIT: https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
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GPT
“The highest mountain 

range is the Himalayas.”

“A. Himalayas; B. K2; C. .” 

“What is the highest 

mountain range?”

Human labeling
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“The highest mountain 
range is the Himalayas.”

“A. Himalayas; B. K2; C. .” 

“What is the highest 

mountain range?”
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● Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF)
Training ChatGPT: Specialisation

CREDIT: https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
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GPT

“The highest mountain range is the 
Himalayas.”

“A. Himalayas, B. K2, C…”

“What is the highest 

mountain range?”

Reward Signal

“What is the highest mountain range?”
(Teacher also knows original prompt)
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● Pretrained large language models + fine-tuning = ChatGPT. 

Training ChatGPT

GPT

“The highest mountain range is the 
Himalayas.”

“A. Himalayas, B. K2, C…”

“What is the highest 

mountain range?”

Reward Signal

“What is the highest mountain range?”
(Teacher also knows original prompt)
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How ChatGPT Works

Using ChatGPT
Training ChatGPT
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ChatGPT 
● Importantly, ChatGPT’s primary goal is to generate as 

human-like text as possible.

● The model is probabilistic.

● It is by no means guaranteed to be correct.

● It provides good starting points, but verify!
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1. Don’t take what it says for granted! Always fact check its information.

Some Warnings
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1. Don’t take what it says for granted! Always fact check its information.

2. Your conversations are part of its learning process. Data privacy rules apply; be careful!

Some Warnings

https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy
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1. Don’t take what it says for granted! Always fact check its information.

2. Your conversations are part of its learning process. Data privacy rules apply; be careful!

3. ChatGPT is a neutral tool. It falls on you to ensure your uses are ethical and sanctioned.

Some Warnings
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1. Don’t take what it says for granted! Always fact check its information.

2. Your conversations are part of its learning process. Data privacy rules apply; be careful!

3. ChatGPT is a neutral tool. It falls on you to ensure your uses are ethical and sanctioned.

Some Warnings

● Give specific instructions to the bot
○ Make sure you leave little to no room for error!

● Treat the responses like suggestions, not facts
○ It’s good at a lot of things, but not great at one particular thing
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